A SEMANTIC ANALYSIS ON CELINE DION’S SONG IN BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, HOW DOES A MOMENT LAST FOREVER, AND A NEW DAY HAS COME


Abstract

The purpose of this semantic analysis is to know and be able to practice the role of diction choice in communication with the accompaniment of learning the use of language in semantics. This analysis was started at July 10, 2018. The approach used in this analysis is the descriptive qualitative approach in which it is used to find the indication, facts and the absolute events. Therefore, this analysis focused on analyzing the texts in the lyrics and providing data in words data description. The data of the analysis is from three songs in which they are in different album. The first to be analyzed in the lyrics was the lexical meaning and then followed by the contextual meaning where it focused more on the lexical meaning of each lyric. The result of the analysis showed that the lyrics of the three songs contain a deep context of social life relation. Besides, both lexical and contextual meanings are not closely related in the analysis and it means that the contextual meaning of the lyrics plays more value in the analysis.
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Learn how to play How Does A Moment Last Forever (Beauty and the Beast) by Celine Dion on piano with OnlinePianist, a one of a kind animated piano tutorial application. The beautiful ballad was composed by Alan Menken, who had already written the score for the original 1991 Disney movie "Beauty and the Beast".

How Does A Moment Last Forever is the soundtrack album to the 2017 film Beauty and the Beast, a live-action remake of Disney's 1991 animated film of the same name, itself an adaptation of Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont's fairy tale. How Does A Moment Last Forever is performed by Celine Dion, London Voices and Michael Kosarin. Besides, we offer Your Name Ending theme Nandemo Nai Ya , Beauty and the Beast , Flower Dance to you! How does a moment last forever How can a story never die It is love we must hold onto Never easy but we try Sometimes our happiness is captured Somehow our time and place stand still Love lives on inside our hearts and always will Minutes turn to hours days to years and gone But when all else has been forgotten Still our.